Meet the Businesses that Are Driving the US Recycling Industry
Cartons Should Not Be Going to Landfills or Worse, Becoming Litter

Made mainly from paper, a renewable resource, light weight and compact, cartons have a low carbon footprint and are recyclable.
The multi-layers of carton packaging are for optimal food protection, protecting the products from light, air and any other harmful bacteria.
Best Way to Obtain Their Value is Sole Separating: Grade #52
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End Markets for Cartons Are Growing!

Products made from recycled cartons include:

- Environmentally friendly construction materials
- Tissue and Paper Products

CARTONS CAN ALSO BE EXPORTED TO:

- MEXICO
- SOUTH KOREA
- JAPAN
- MALAYSIA
- THAILAND
- INDIA
Carton Recycling is Happening
People Believe Cartons Should be Recycled

Research reveals residents view cartons as recyclable and are recycling them:

- **80%** of residents in Rhode Island and New Hampshire report they always recycle their cartons
- **70%** of residents in Connecticut
- **69%** of residents in Massachusetts and Delaware
- **67%** of residents in New Jersey
- **64%** of residents in Pennsylvania

*According to 2017 national survey of more than 6,900 adults conducted by Research+Data Insights in 2017*